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Abstract. While social distancing may be deemed necessary in order to avoid COVID-19 infections, the lockdown may
impact mental health of patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We present a case study involving hallucinations in a patient
with AD who lives in a nursing home during the COVID-19 crisis. We compared this patient’s hallucination scores before
and during the lockdown. We observed increased hallucinations during, compared to before, the lockdown. These increased
hallucinations can be attributed to a number of elements such as the decreased in daily activities, social distancing, lack of
physical contact with family members, and loneliness during the lockdown.
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Because of their cognitive and functional impairments, patients with dementia are vulnerable at crisis,
and this has been especially true during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. While COVID-19 has
significantly turned our daily lives upside down, this
impact is significantly pronounced in patients with
dementia, especially those living in nursing homes
[1]. Residents of nursing homes have a significant
risk of COVID-19 infection. To cope with infection
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and to limit its spread among residents, nursing
homes in France (in addition to nursing homes in
Europe and North America) have been obliged to prohibit physical contact between residents and families
and friends and, in several cases, even between residents or between residents and caregivers. In France,
lockdown in retirement homes was first announced
on March 17, 2020. While the lockdown served
to prevent infections, nursing homes were forced
to separate residents physically from the outside
world and to drastically reduce their activities. This
lockdown was partially lifted on April 27, 2020 as residents were then allowed to receive visitations from
one or two family members under strict conditions
(e.g., short visits, only once per week). Because the
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lockdown may negatively impact cognitive and psychiatric function in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), we
present a case study of a patient with AD who lives
in a nursing home during the COVID-19 crisis. We
show how this patient demonstrated an increase in
hallucinations during the lockdown period.
A brief introduction of literature on hallucinations
in AD is required before presenting the study case.
While, at the cognitive level, AD is mainly characterized by memory decline [2], the disease is also
characterized by psychiatric symptoms such as hallucinations [3, 4]. The prevalence of hallucinations
in AD can range from 4% to 76% (median 23%) [5],
and the occurrence of hallucinations can specifically
be observed in patients with moderate or advanced
AD [6]. Hallucinations in AD are mainly visual and
auditory but olfactory, somatic, and tactile hallucinations can sometimes be observed [3]. Regardless
of their modality, hallucinations are associated with
greater cognitive impairment and a more rapidly deteriorating course in AD [7]. At the behavioral level,
hallucinations in AD can lead to aggressive behavior
[8], verbal outbursts [9], functional decline [10, 11],
and falls [12]. In their turn, these behavioral consequences often lead to stress, depression, and a high
level of burden of care in caregivers [13, 14].
Furthermore, it is reasonable to suppose that particular conditions, such as those during the COVID-19
crisis, may increase the occurrence of hallucinations
in AD patients who are residents in nursing homes.
This increased occurrence of hallucinations can occur
because of a number of different elements, such as
decreased daily activities, social distancing, and lack
of physical contact with family members during the
lockdown. We thus present a case study of a patient
with moderate AD who had already reported hallucinations prior the COVID-19 crisis, and where
an increase in the occurrence of hallucinations was
observed during the lockdown.

THE CASE STUDY
Mr. B is 84 years of age, has had ten years of formal education, is right-handed, and is a native French
speaker. Mr. B has been living in a nursing home in
the region of Nantes (France) for nearly two years.
His amnestic AD diagnosis was established five years
ago based on NINCDS-ADRDA diagnostic criteria
[2]. Mr. B was already participating in our ongoing study on hallucinations. On March 7, 2020, his
hallucinations and cognitive ability were evaluated.

The cognitive evaluation included the Mini-Mental
State Examination [15] on which Mr. B obtained a
score of 16/30 points. This evaluation also included
working memory (forward and backward spans) on
which Mr. B did not retain more than three numbers
on both the forward and backward spans.
Hallucinations assessment and results
We invited the caregiver (i.e., the nurse in charge
of his ward) of Mr. B to evaluate his hallucinations on
April 25, 2020. More specifically, we invited the caregiver to rate the following three items: “The patient
sees objects or animals even though there is nothing
there”, “The patient is troubled by hearing voices in
his head”, “The patient declares that he hears a voice
speaking aloud”. These three items were used in previous studies involving hallucinations in AD [16–18].
The three items were assessed, during a phone interview, by the caregiver with the help of a five-point
Likert scale ranging from zero (“certainly does not
apply to Mr. B”) to four (“certainly applies to him”).
The maximum score was thus 12 points. Mr. B’s score
on the hallucinations assessment was 10 points. We
compared this score to the score he obtained on March
7, 2020 when Mr. B’s hallucinations were rated by the
same caregiver, which was 7 points. Thus, the hallucinations score of Mr. B increased by three points
from March 7, 2020 (before the lockdown) to April
25, 2020 (during the lockdown).
DISCUSSION
The present case study demonstrated an increase
in the occurrence of hallucinations in a patient with
AD during, compared to before, the lockdown. This
increase can be attributed to several factors such as
the social distancing, as implemented by the nursing home in which Mr. B is living. The nursing
home where Mr. B resided (as did other facilities
on a national level) implemented strict social distancing measures and drastic changes in the daily
life of the residents from March 16, 2020 to April
27, 2020. Non-essential activities and services (e.g.,
hairdressers) were restricted, including basic social
activities such as communal dining. Residents were
invited not to leave their wards, and, when so, they
were invited, as far as possible, to keep a safe distance
from other residents in order to avoid contracting the
virus. Critically, residents were not allowed to have
any physical contact with their family members and
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friends. In the case of Mr. B, his wife used to visit
him once or twice per week before the lockdown,
but was not able to visit him during the lockdown. In
addition, due to his cognitive decline, Mr. B was not
able to use the current technology (e.g., Skype) to get
in touch with his wife. The only contact occurred by
phone, but probably only lasted a few minutes due to
his cognitive decline.
While the (physical) social restrictions may be
deemed necessary in order to avoid COVID-19 infections, these restrictions negatively impact cognitive
and psychiatric function in patients with AD. The
decrease in social activities in the facilities and
decrease in physical contact with family members
may increase loneliness, itself leading to hallucinations. This assumption can be supported by research
demonstrating how hallucinations in patients with
AD can be associated with loneliness [17]. To compensate for boredom and emptiness, as this is associated with loneliness, patients with AD may generate
internal stimuli to fulfil their need to communicate
[17]. In other words, hallucinations in patients with
AD can be regarded as a compensatory mechanism
that aims to fulfil their communicatory needs [17].
The assumption that the social restrictions, as
implemented during the COVID-19 crisis, may affect
the mental health of patients with AD can be supported by two recent studies, the first study included
patients living in retirement homes and the second
study included patients living in their own homes. In
the first study [19], patients with mild AD living in
retirement homes were invited to rate their depression and anxiety during and before the COVID-19
crisis. Participants reported higher depression and
anxiety during than before the COVID-19 crisis.
The increased distress was attributed to the isolation of the residents and/or to the drastic changes
in their daily life and to the care they receive in
the retirement homes during the crisis. The effect
of confinement on mental health of patients with
AD was also observed in another study [20] on the
effects of confinement during the COVID-19 crisis on neuropsychiatric symptoms in patients with
advanced or mild AD who were confined in their
own homes. In this study, caregivers were invited to
report whether patients experienced increased neuropsychiatric symptoms during the confinement and,
if it was the case, to rate this increase. Results demonstrated increased neuropsychiatric symptoms only in
patients with advanced AD and this increased symptomatology significantly correlated with the duration
of confinement.
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A shortcoming of this study is the study case
design. Although case studies are useful for generating research hypotheses, especially in unprecedented
areas such as the effects of COVID-19 on neuropsychiatric symptoms in AD, study case design do not
have the level of methodological rigor to support
the findings. Thus, the generalization of our findings
should be viewed with caution. Research on a large
scale is required to further investigate the effects of
COVID-19 lockdown on hallucinations in patients
with dementia living in nursing homes.
To summarize, while the lockdown during the
COVID-19 crisis is necessary in order to prevent
infection, this lockdown may negatively impact the
wellbeing and mental health of patients [20]. The
decrease in daily activities and social contact during
the lockdown, as well as the physical separation of
residents from loved ones, may lead to confusion,
despair, and loneliness. Ultimately, the lockdown
may increase hallucinations in residents, at least in
those who were already experiencing hallucination
prior to the lockdown.
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